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ABSTRACT - . .
.

. . The relationship tetweei male and female leaders'
descriptions of theit own behaiicir-and4the fbllowers' descriptions of
the leader's b avior in traditiciallrAwale-oriented leadershiP

,

positions.was mined. The data were Coli.ectedas part atS_ a research
project to ass s the assimilation of females at West Poirt'and'to

.

detertine how ,females were beifig trained for effective leadership
roles. Using the Leadership Opinion Questionnaire, "gale and female
platoon lepiders described two.leadership characteristics:
consideration and Structure (task accomplishtent)-. SUbordinates ratea .

the platoon leader§ on the'same dimensions. Results were interpreted'
., in terms,of three isques: (1) the importance of sex rcles,as a
1 leadership variable; (2) the leader's perception of the relative

importance/Of.consideration versus struciuie; and (3) the
, subordinates' percept ons of performance"tehaviors which are

important iv a.plato n leader's role. Itas-found that there vere no
significant differen s'between male and female leaders self V
description 6n the dimensions cf consideration-oi structure'. It was
deteimiaed ithat suipordinates perceive ftmale leaders as having more
concern for the welfare'of the troops, but that both male and female
leader

t

were perceived as equally capable of accomplishing the tasks.
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Leader Sex, Leader Descriptions of
Own Behavior, and Subordinates
Decriptidn- of Leader Behavior

ABSTRACT

In this paper,the authors exaMine.the relationship between
male and female 1,aders description of their own behaviorand the followers deseeiption ofthe leader'S behavior in
traditionally male-oiylented leadership positions.

The data were collOted.as part pf a larger research effort
.to assess how wom are being assimilated into the Corps ofCadets at West P nt, and how the women are being trained to

became effective Army readers. /

During the suimer ok 1978, women 'cadets in the graduat4hg
tlass of 1980 ere.assigned for the first time into non-
traditional Wlatgon leader roles in predominantly male sub-
ordinate unLts. .Both male and female platoon leaders were-40ked to de cftbe'their behavior using the LeadershipOpinion Qu stiOnnaire (Fleishnen, 1960). Two composite scores
Consideration andiStructure we*e the dimensions of leadershipbehavior. Subordinates in the platoons were asked to describe
their le der's behavior on tha same two dimensions, Cons.iiiler-ation a d Structure.

The results were inteipreted in tellms of three major issues:(1) .the importance of sex roles as 'a leadershla variable;
,(2) the leader perceptions of what performance 'Behaviors are
more importpnt, Consideration versus Strucsurp, and (3) the
subordinate's petceptions of what performanase'behaviors are
important in a platoon leader's rble.

p.
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'INTRODUCTION /

The concern about how well women can perform in non-tradi-
tional leadership. roles has.been a salient issue in the
military particularly with the admission of women as cadets
kn the *ervice academies. As military planners and resear01-
ers began to prepare programs for the developnent of wamen as
future Army leaders, little empirical research wap available.'
in'academip resourdes from which,they could draw. Stogdill
campleted a comprehensive review of leadership Fesearch in
1974; however, sex roles and leadership were not systemat-
ically address9d. Terborg.(1977 prepared a review of the
literature on women in managemeae roles. Some studies prior.
to 1975 suggest that there a pe to.be a bias in psychology
for researchers to study males rather than females or bagph
sexes (see Holmes and Jorgensen 1971; Dan and Beeloman, 14172
Thus, military researchers and deciiion makers need to be .

cautioned about the generalizability of conclusions drawn
from male-based resparch. Bender (1978) suggests that it,te-
mains unclear if social psychological literature on leader- ift
'ship is applicable for women as leaders.

This paper rep, orts the results of a portion of a longitudinal
. research program to assess how women are being assimilated
into the Cors of Cadets at.West Point, and how effectivd the
women are-be g trained to became effective Army'officers.

RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

On October 7, 1975 President Ford sighed into law Public Law
94-106, an amendment tb which auiRbrized.wamen's admissions
to the service academies, including West Point. As a result
the academy developed operational plays for the-admission of
wamen as cadet.

Four phases of the program, later ,titled Project Athena, were
planned:

- Preadmission phase to prepare cadets and the military
connunity for the arrival, of women (Vitters and Kinzer

'1978).

- Integration phase which included careful documentation of
how women were being integrated into the Corps of Cadets
(see Vitters and Kinzer 1977.and Vitters, 1978).
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- The Assimilation phase whicA studies how well women arebeing fully assimilated into the Corps.of Cadets.

- The Graduate Assessment phase which will study how well
women are performing their rOles as officers.

The first ewo phases of Prolect Athena have been completed.The lateer two are continuing to be designed and studied.

DESIGN

The d.esign of this study involved five cadet companies where.women were ,assigneti, into non-tradihonal rqles as platoonleaders film the first time-. Ttle platoon leadership positionswere for 4 four week interval after which a leadership changewould occur. Women platoon leaders wyre assigned to boththe fitst and second changeover detail.

At the end of the summer trainini, all platoon leaders wereasked to"de§cribe their leadership behavior using Fleishman's
Leadership-Opinion Ouestionnaire. At a separate location,the subordinates were assembled to prepaTe-peer ratings.During this.time, the subordinates were also asked to descAlbethe behavior-of the platoon leaders of each detail using the' ,same dimensions of Consideration and Structure.

Because there were only five women assigned in the non-tradi-tional role as platoon leadrs, a matched pair'of five'menfrom the same units-on alternate details was,wed (see slide1). Thus, the subordina es rated both $e male and the femaleleader of the same platoo . The indepenMent variables testedin the design were:

t

Cadet Companies*. es.

.Details Within Companies (nested)
Platoon Leader Sex

The dependent meaSures used were:

,Scores on tbe dimension of Consideration
(Welfare of subordinates)
Scores on the dimension of Structure
(Abflity to get the task,done)

* The company designations 1 thru .5 are arbitrary to protect theanonymity of the male and female' leader participants.
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FINDINGS:
'AP

In terms of differenceg. between how male and female leaders,
descilibe their own behavior, there were no significant dif-
ferences. That is, there vas no significant difference be-
tween male and female platoon leaders in how they described
themselves on'the dimensions of consideration or structure.
The authors conclude that the sample of only ten leaders
was too smel,to note any sensitive differences between
leaders on either of the criterion dimensions.

In the anglyses where the wbordinates described the leader-
ship behavior of their leadlers, statistically significant
effects were noted. When the subordinates used iConsideration

4 as the dependent variable a leader sex main effect Was noted
(see slide 2). The slide shows that the 'platoon members
perceived different behaviors on the part of male and female
leadens with regard to the leader's concern for the welfare
of the members.

However, because the significance tests do not proFide any
information about the pattern of effects, a multiple class-
ification analysis was conducted to determine which sex
provided more concern for subordinates (Consideration). The
results of this analyslis are presented in slide 3. The de-
viation from eta indicated in the LEADERSEX variables re-
veals that it is thé,females who are the leaders whom sub-

---,ordinates believe as having more concern for the welfare of
the troops., A

4
1

In 1-ie analyses where subordinate& were asked to describe
thOleader ehavior of thefr platoon leaders on Structure
(Task Accomplishment) there were no main effects due to
LEADERSEX. It is the authors' belief that the subordinates
described.their platoon leaders as equally capatle of getting
the task or mission accomplished. The multiple classification
analysis revealed no significant difference between LEADERSEX
for the Structure dimensiof (e.g., deviation eta for'malps
-0.41 and 0.43 for females).

DISCUSSION:

The results repvted in this study are. part of a larger
program which l.'s trying to assess how well women are
assimilating inerEthe Corps of Cadets. Part of the
assessment of full assimilation requires us to examine
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:how well women are bbject4ely performtng in neue non-
traditional roles,as lade ind what the perceptions
are. about the.women leaders performance.

'.

. *
The data.in this study indicates that the leaders them-selves do not report any difference in hOw they see their
platoon leader roles'. This may well be tin artifact in the
jilethodology.of too small a sample -- 10 leaders. .

/
The more promising result indicate that subordinates doset male and.female lea er differences. Womeri fre re-(port_O to be more sens tive to the.welfare of suborainates-Perhaps one may associa e a priori the feminine,camMunal
values: Ompathy, sensitivity and consideratilin as b'e-haviors dne may expect to typically find in wmen leaciers(see Spence and Helmreich,1974). It is tmportant to )lotethat these bepaviors are impdrtant for a lee4r *.- espe- .cially one who will be expected to lead tn an Army tilat
requires the intygrated services of both ven anckwomen.

§ubordinates also reported np difference in leader be-haviors between male'and female platoon'leaders in theirenivities to accomplish the mission (Structure). In
.this study, the authors are encouraged to find no statis-

tically significant differences due to sex. Should Ilenhave highgr subordinate scores on this dimension, one .could pgasibly infer that. there men were more tncl&ned,
to get tkle job done tn.= women.

P.* .

The issues and 'concerns of how worlen are performing in new
nonntraditional roleig will continue to be studied. Objec-tive performance measures'of how well women have performed
in these roles is still being analyzed. Finally; compar-isons of male superiors attitudes toward wamen in the Armyand bile superior's .ev4luations of m4n and women's perform-ahce is also being analyzed to see if any sex bias in
evaluation of women leaders is unique to those male supe-riors with traditional beliefs.

4 \<,
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Cadet Company Leader Sex Tylining Detail

1 Female First Four Weeks
Training

Male Second Four Weeks
Training

2 Fernald First Four Weeks
Training

Male Se6bnd Four Weeks
Training

3 Female Ftrst Four Weeks
Training

Male Second Four Weeks
Training

Male First Four Weeks
Training

41 Female Second Four Weeks
. .Training

5 Male First Four Weeks
Training

Female Second Four Weeks
Training

* A sixth company was originally planned in the design
however, the female who was designated to be the platoon
leader voluntarily resigned and the orthogonal block of
3 women first detail 3 women second detail was lost.

ao

SLIDE 1 Independent Variables: Company
Training Detail
Leader Sex -

8
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*HIERARVIAL ANOVA-. CRITgRION (CONSIDERATION)

.,I

SOURCE MEAN SOUARE F SIGNIFICANCE OF F4
MAIN EFFECTS 170.30. 2.46 .025LEADERSEX 786.97 11.36 .001.DETAIL 8.43 0.12 .999t

..C 56.-61
, COrAVY

0.82
. 999

I.

2 WAY INTER-
ACTIONS .

LEADERSpC
' COMPANY

. 151.96

EXPLAINED 164.19
RESIDUAL. 69.27

2..19 0.088

2.37 0.014,

SLIDE 2 Leader Sex Main,EffEct for Subordinates
descriptii of leader behavior of
Considera n
0-

0

Hierarchial approach (oRtion lb) invokes the stepdownprocedure. The sl.tm of sallares associated vith'the mainEffect for the first'variable is not adjusted for any..
'othe.variablies. The sum of squares for the nain effectfor thb second variable considered is adjustpd only forthe fitst variable, and so on (See Nie et.al., 1970)
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MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS

S.

ADJUSTED FOR
VARIABLE' 6c\CATEGORY UNADJUSTED TtV'N ETA 1NDEPTNDENT

VARIABLES DEV'N
ETA (

LEADERSEX
1 MALE
2 FEMALE

DE)hIL

agiRmyi

-1.70 -1.71
1.80 --01 1.80

.0.21 0.21

0.03 0.02

- SLIDE 3 Multiple Classification Analysis

*a.

3 t)
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